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f you find yourself in a state off you find yourself in a state of
singledom this Valentine’s Day,singledom this Valentine’s Day,
don’t sign up for online datingdon’t sign up for online dating
or hang out in wine bars hopingor hang out in wine bars hoping
your knight in shining armouryour knight in shining armour
will magically appear to sweepwill magically appear to sweep

you off your feet. The best thing youyou off your feet. The best thing you
can do to find love right now is grabcan do to find love right now is grab
your gym bag and head for a workout.your gym bag and head for a workout.

In case you didn’t know it, the trendIn case you didn’t know it, the trend
for meeting a potential partner throughfor meeting a potential partner through
exercise is gathering serious momentum,exercise is gathering serious momentum,
not least because women are gettingnot least because women are getting
more involved in traditionally male-more involved in traditionally male-
dominated sports such as cycling,dominated sports such as cycling,
climbing and extreme fitness events –climbing and extreme fitness events –
and making the most of opportunities toand making the most of opportunities to
mingle with men over a shared passion.mingle with men over a shared passion.

Up and down the country, outdoor
bootcamps have overtaken speed-dating
sessions as the preferred place to meet
a mate, with men and women finding it
easier to bond over 30 seconds of hill
sprints than three minutes of awkward
conversation. Don’t believe us? British
Military Fitness (britmilfit.com)
currently has a 30 per cent romantic
liaison hit rate across its 120 park venues
nationwide, and its Greenwich venue has
already helped ‘set up’ 13 marriages
since it started 10 years ago. Which is
hardly surprising when you consider that
members are required to get up, close
and personal with each other during
partner or teamwork... who needs

clumsy chat-up lines and the fear of
rejection when you can get hands on
with a classmate and instantly gauge if
you have sexual chemistry?

SOMELIKE ITHOT
‘BMF has always been about establishing
relationships,’ says managing director of
BMF, Rob Love. ‘But we have certainly
noticed that getting hot, bothered and
physical, during our sessions has proved
something of an aphrodisiac – and a
fertile ground for relationships that
might go beyond that of friendships. It
seems that putting in 100 per cent in a

session can be rather eye-catching!’
James Spofforth, 31, from

Southampton, who met his fiancée
Heather Randall, 34, at his local BMF
class, most definitely agrees. ‘Most
people meet in bars and clubs, but I first
noticed Heather during the end of a
session warm-down. I remembered her
because she had been trying to race me
during a sprint earlier in the class. When
it was time to pair up for exercises in
the next session, I casually ended up
standing near her and we got talking.
Recently, I finally got to put all my
lunging into action by getting down on
one knee and asking Heather to marry
me. She said “Yes”, and we may honour
BMF with a “burpee-style” first dance at
our wedding next year.’

With testimonials like that – and the
fact that 85 per cent of female BMF
members admit they would definitely
approach an attractive member of the
opposite sex during or after class –
it’s no wonder women are flocking
to bootcamp sessions and starting to
outnumber the men, so much so that
BMF recently appealed for more single
men to sign up!

DOWNWARDSNOG
Of course, not every woman’s idea
of romance involves being wooed by
a would-be suitor over a set of squat
thrusts. If you prefer your workouts
(and your men) to be ‘nice and slow’
rather than ‘fast and furious’, specialised

‘WEMETATBMF!’
Vikki Saunders, 35, met Ed, 41, at the Derby BMF venue
in 2010. They are now happily married with two
children. She says:
‘I was already in a relationship when I started BMF, so I

wasn’t looking for love. I just wanted to get fit and make

new friends as I was living away from home. Once I

became single, it didn’t take long for Ed (who I was

already friends with from classes) to ask me out, which is nice because

when you’re training in rain and snow, there’s no point trying to look pretty.

It made me think, “If he likes me looking like this, he must really like me!”

‘It’s definitely a bonus that we have a love of sport and fitness in

common. We always support each other in our fitness regimes – if I’ve had

a bad day, and don’t feel like working out, Ed will always encourage me to

work out, and vice versa.’
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Tired of being single? Getting
active with potential partners is
the new way to fall in love...
WORDS: Joanna Ebsworth

FINDa fittie
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singles’ yoga classes might be just the
thing to set your heart a-flutter.

Designed to help you connect with
your body, feelings and those around
you in class as you perform asanas in
pairs – yoga does translate to unity and
harmony after all – singles’ yoga classes
were initially created to help lonely or
time-starved people make friends while
exercising. But they’ve fast become the
perfect place to find romance, especially
as sessions are followed by social drinks,
so you can nurture any connections you
might have made in class.

BODYLANGUAGE
‘What better way to meet someone than
when you are killer relaxed, full of
feel-good hormones and have engaged
in a shared experience together?’ says
Richard Brook, who runs one such yoga
class at The Albany Club in London
(creativeyogalondon.co.uk). ‘It’s very
common in real life that we meet and
engage with people, and straight away
tighten up. But if you can stay present,
focused and chilled out through yoga,
there can be a great energetic potency
between two people. I see a lot of people
coming back again and again because
they have their eye on someone!’

Needless to say, it’s only natural that

in a yoga studio or gym floor full of
lycra-clad men and women, heads are
going to be turned by flashes of bulging
biceps, taut thighs and pert bottoms.
And who can deny that finding someone
who makes the time to take care of
themselves by keeping fit isn’t deeply
attractive? Yet that’s not the biggest
reason why so many singles are now
coupling up over workouts, says dating
expert Sarah Ryan. As the head
matchmaker at elect club (electclub.
co.uk), a London-based introduction and
dating agency for single professionals
who have a passion for health and
fitness, Ryan knows all about the
essential ingredients couples need to
make a relationship work.

OUTOFOFFICE
‘With so many single people having to
focus on their career and work harder
than ever before to get where they
want to be, many of them are turning to
fitness as a stress outlet,’ says Ryan. ‘But

INDOOR CLIMBING
Climbing is notorious for

being one of the most

sociable activities going,

because you have to

‘buddy up’ with a partner

for physical and mental

support as you negotiate

different routes. This

makes it perfect for

bonding over, and with

more than 300 indoor

climbing walls in London

alone, you’re sure to find

a centre near you;

thebmc.co.uk

BARRY’S BOOTCAMP
A workout favoured by

beautiful gym bunnies

(even the instructors

look like chiselled rock

gods), Barry’s classes

are a bit like exercising

in a nightclub with

pumping dance music

and oh-so-flattering pink

lighting. And when

you’ve worked up a

sweat, there are regular

social events which

encourage mingling;

barrysbootcamp.com

CROSSFIT
CrossFit is all about

camaraderie –

supporting and

motivating each other

as you push, pull, squat

or lift your own weight.

Men and women tend to

do similar exercises, so

there’s opportunities

for interaction, not only

in classes but also

during the ever popular

‘CrossFit Games’

competitions; map.

crossfit.com

SPINNING
Men love Spinning

because it appeals

to their competitive

nature. We love it

because it gives us a

chance to ogle them in

cycling shorts (oh, plus

it tones our butts like

nothing else). And let’s

face it, you won’t find

the same ratio of men

to women in your

Zumba class. Get down

to your local gym and

sign up, pronto!

THEBESTWORKOUTSTOMEETMEN

between working, working out and
seeing friends, singles can struggle to
find time to meet someone like-minded.

‘However, if you meet someone at
Pilates or by the punch bag in the gym
who is also single, you’re half way there’
she adds. ‘You know they enjoy the
same things as you, which shows
commonality, and if they’re regularly in
the same place at the same time as you,
you know they have a similar work
timetable.’ All that’s left for you to do
then is get talking and work out if there
is any chemistry between you.
‘If there is, you have
nothing to lose by
organising a date.
After all, they’ve
seen you at your worst
– all sweaty and red-
faced – now all that’s
left to do is get the
dating ball rolling so
they can see you at
your best as well!’ ■

‘ I f you can stay present , focused and chil led
out through yoga, there can be a great
energetic potency between two people ’


